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Welcome

6,509 Clients
helped

This Research and Campaigns bulletin presents an overview of
the work that Advisers and the Research and Campaigns Team
have been doing during the 2018/2019 financial year. The
statistics show the number of clients we advise, their issues and
the work we do to support them.
We report on the various research and campaign activities we
have carried out including the National Citizens Advice campaigns
we have supported, the vital insights provided by our Advisers
Evidence Forms, what is happening with our food bank voucher
numbers, and how we share our evidence.
We also focus on our local research and campaign activities which
this year have covered three key projects to raise awareness
about scams, universal credit, and our clients with mental health
issues. The excellent contributions of three student volunteers
over the summer and autumn made all these projects possible.

Banks Accounts for Homeless

Mental Health

We helped support National Citizens
Advice on a research project looking at
problems homeless people experience
accessing essential services such as
benefits, banking and health care. We
visited local banks and building
societies to see whether, in the case of
homeless clients, they would accept the
address of a post office or a PO Box to
open and maintain an account. We now
await the results from National Citizens
Advice and will provide an update in the
next Bulletin.

This year we carried out our own client
survey asking about mental health. We ran a
anonymous waiting room survey during July
and August 2018 and received 135
completed replies. Results showed almost 1
in 3 clients who came to us fot practical
advice reported they have suffered from
mental health issues. Of these clients, 67%
said the practical problems they visited us
for caused or contributed to their mental
health issues.

Scam Awareness Month June 2018
This is an annual campaign to help reduce the risk and
impact of scams by raising awareness and encouraging
people to take action recognising, reporting and talking
about the issues. The theme this year was “Don’t miss a
trick. Be scam aware”. Posters were displayed in our
waiting rooms and postcards handed out to clients with
these key messages: Get Advice (Citizens Advice
Consumer Service 03454 04 05 06); Report Scams
or suspected scams (Action Fraud 0300 123 2040); Tell
friends, neighbours and relatives any scams you
become aware of.

National Consumer Week November 2018
This year’s campaign was about online market
places that sell goods. It launched on “Cyber
Monday” and helped raise awareness and
understanding about consumers’ rights when buying
something online including What are my rights?”,
“What can I do if I have a problem?”, “What if I have a
problem with a private seller?” and “Where to get
help”. We supported the campaign with posters and
leaflets in our waiting rooms, leaflets handed out in
local libraries, social media and a press release on
our website.
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Evidence
Forms:
The story behind the
numbers

A client with learning difficulties
who cannot read, write or use
the internet. This makes it very
difficult to receive benefit
notifications. The client
therefore has to physically visit
the job centre despite having
limited mobility.

A client who had to wait six weeks
before their benefit was paid
resulting in considerable hardship.
The client didn't know about the
advance payment allowable and
wasn't told about it.
m.

A client who had a universal credit
claim rejected as they don't have a
bank account and were not
offered the payment exception
service that should have been
made available.

Universal Credit (UC)
With UC becoming full service in East Herts
from October 2018, we wondered what our
clients knew about UC and what help they
would need. Results of a waiting room survey
showed:
60% of our clients entitled to benefits did not
know what UC is.
Almost 60% of those entitled to benefits
were not aware of the options available to
them for financial help during the UC waiting
period.
We are continuing to monitor UC locally with
467 issues raised by clients by 31/3/19.

Food Bank Vouchers
Citizens Advice East Herts continues to issue
food bank vouchers. Whilst the total number of
food bank vouchers issued for 2018/2019 (194)
was slightly less than the previous year (211),
our data shows a 27% increase in Q4 2018/19
compared to Q4 2017/18. Our data for April
2018/March 2019 on why the client requires
food shows that 38% are caused by benefit
issues such as delays in receiving benefits and
benefit changes with 6% due to homelessness
and 43% due to debt problems.

Sharing Our Evidence

The evidence we collect from our research using casebook data, EFs and our local surveys is
shared with other local Citizens Advice, National Citizens Advice, Local Authority policy officails
and our local MPs. This helps highlight the problems our clients face and bring them to attention,
We met with Mark Prisk MP (Hertford and Bishops Stortford constituency) in May 2018. We
discussed a range of issues including an overview of the past year's clients and issues in his
constituency, our research on mental health, and universal credit. The visit also featured in the
Herts and essex observer with Mark Prisk saying, "we can be grateful to have dedicated, helpful
advice services locally.".
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